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Decolonizing Imaginaries: Rethinking
‘‘the People’’ in the Young Lords’
Church Offensive
Darrel Enck-Wanzer

This essay is an attempt to come to terms with the Young Lords’ popular liberation

rhetoric in the church offensive. Building from Michael Calvin McGee’s observation that

‘‘‘the people’ are more process than phenomenon,’’ I explore the ways in which the Young

Lords’ craft ‘‘the people’s repertory of convictions’’ from diverse rhetorical resources in

their verbal, visual, and embodied discourse surrounding the church offensive. In

highlighting such a performative repertoire for ‘‘the people,’’ I extend research related to

ideographs by articulating a link between ideographs and what Charles Taylor and others

call the ‘‘social imaginary,’’ which is ‘‘not a set of ideas; rather it is what enables, through

making sense of, the practices of society.’’ In making this connection between ideographs

and social imaginaries, I read the Young Lords’ rhetoric of ‘‘the people’’ as a radical,

decolonial challenge to the modern social imaginary. Specifically, I argue that the Young

Lords’ rearticulation of ‘‘the people’’ as a pluriversal collective, demanding material and

epistemological liberation, delinks and denaturalizes hegemonic constructions of a

liberal/Western ‘‘people’’ that ‘‘totalize A reality’’ in the modern social imaginary.
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God is not dead. / God is bread. / The bread is rising! / Bread means revolution. /
Organize for a new world. / Make the church a people’s church. / Wash off your
brother’s blood. / The streets belong to the people. / And the church belongs to the
streets. / In the midst of occupied territory, / The liberated zone is here.

*New York Young Lords, ‘‘Celebration for a People’s Church,’’ 19691

In the late 1960s, a group of young Puerto Ricans in New York City, angered and fed

up with what they perceived to be a non-supportive approach to community health,

education, and political needs of the Puerto Rican community, took matters into

their own hands. The group, calling themselves the Young Lords, was a multiethnic,

though primarily Nuyorican, liberation organization that formed in East Harlem

(a.k.a., El Barrio) in July 1969. The Young Lords’ activism was enacted in conjunction

with symbolic resources that articulated revolution as essential to ‘‘the people’’

and vice versa.2 This revolutionary tradition was first set in motion over a hundred

years earlier with El Grito de Lares (The Cry of Lares) in Puerto Rico. Influenced

by Latin American revolutionaries, US American revolutionaries, the Black

Panthers, and others, ‘‘the Young Lords centered their work on a combination of

community-based empowerment and national liberation.’’3 The Young Lords

advanced a ‘‘revolutionary nationalist’’ agenda, which sought to address the material

and political needs of the community through a rhetoric featuring ‘‘community

control’’ and ‘‘self-determination.’’ In so doing, the Young Lords struggled to discern

the most appropriate tactical maneuvers for negotiating systemic constraints and

overcoming the stacked deck out of which their hand had been dealt.

After initiating the process of articulating a space for revolutionary activism in El

Barrio through their garbage offensive*a protest organized around increased trash

pickups, which realized a short-lived victory4*the Lords turned their attention to

expanding activities in the community and concretizing what they envisioned in their

13 Point Program and Platform by terms such as ‘‘community control,’’ ‘‘self-

determination,’’ and ‘‘liberation.’’ Faced with a long history of outsiders controlling

nearly all aspects of their daily lives, the Young Lords instituted practical programs to

challenge the exercise of power by the state and outsider-run institutions*an

exercise of power that had profound effects both on their material and mental

conditions. In so doing, they featured and redefined ‘‘the people’’ as a key ideograph

structuring their experiences, their social imaginary, and ultimately their decolonial

radical democratic politics.

In what follows, I examine one key early instance of popular rhetoric by the Young

Lords: the church offensive. Late in 1969, about three months following the start of

their garbage offensive and their official formation as an organization in New York,

the Young Lords began implementing their community control program after

examining how local institutions were serving the people of El Barrio. In addition to

testing community members for lead poisoning and tuberculosis with the assistance

of medical student volunteers, they addressed hunger by serving breakfasts to poor

children.5 They also looked at how churches, one of the most dominant institutions

in the community, were serving (or failing to serve) the people in the community of

which they were supposed to be a part. When a prominent church, the First Spanish
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Methodist Church on 111th Street and Lexington Avenue, failed to respond to the

community needs, the Lords overtook the church, occupied it, claimed it in the name

of community control, renamed it ‘‘The People’s Church,’’ and declared a ‘‘liberated

zone’’ ‘‘in the midst of occupied territory.’’6

This essay is an attempt to come to terms with the Young Lords’ popular liberation

rhetoric spawned during the church offensive. Building from Michael Calvin McGee’s

observation that ‘‘‘the people’ are more process than phenomenon’’7 and the extension

of McGee’s research into subaltern contexts by scholars like Maurice Charland and

Fernando Delgado,8 I explore the ways in which the Young Lords craft ‘‘the people’s

repertory of convictions’’9 from diverse rhetorical resources in their verbal, visual,

and embodied discourse surrounding the church offensive.10 In highlighting such a

performative repertoire for ‘‘the people,’’ I extend research related to ideographs by

articulating a link between ideographs and what Charles Taylor and others call the

‘‘social imaginary,’’ which is ‘‘not a set of ideas; rather it is what enables, through

making sense of, the practices of society.’’11 Like ideographs, which according to

McGee, ‘‘exist in real discourse, functioning clearly and evidently as agents of political

consciousness’’ in ‘‘the real lives of the people whose motives they articulate,’’12 the

concept of social imaginaries addresses ‘‘the way ordinary people ‘imagine’ their

social surroundings’’ and ‘‘is carried in images, stories, and legends.’’13 Given that

many rhetoricians’ seem to have a lack of interest in ideology (suggested by scholars

like Kevin Deluca, Joshua Gunn, and Shaun Treat),14 connecting ideographs with

social imaginaries and their attendant concern with stranger relationality can

rehabilitate and extend the usefulness of the ideograph, in addition to adding

rhetorical specificity to scholarship on social imaginaries.

In making this connection between ideographs and social imaginaries, I read the

Young Lords’ rhetoric of ‘‘the people’’ as a radical, decolonial challenge to the modern

social imaginary.15 Coloniality, in this formulation, ‘‘refers to long-standing patterns

of power that emerged as a result of colonialism, but that define culture, labor,

intersubjective relations, and knowledge production well beyond the strict limits

of colonial administrations.’’16 Relatedly, a decolonial challenge engages in a form of

what Walter Mignolo calls ‘‘delinking,’’ which deploys a ‘‘geo- and body politics

of knowledge that . . . denounces the pretended universality of a particular ethnicity

(body politics), located in a specific part of the planet (geo-politics).’’17 In this essay,

I argue that the Young Lords’ rearticulation of ‘‘the people’’ as a pluriversal collective,

demanding material and epistemological liberation, delinks and denaturalizes

hegemonic constructions of a liberal/Western ‘‘people’’ that ‘‘totalize A reality’’18 in

the modern social imaginary.

This essay develops over three sections. The first section assembles, in more detail,

the theoretical perspective introduced above by connecting relevant scholarship on

ideographs and social imaginaries in a manner that demonstrates synergy between

the seemingly disparate concepts. Additionally, the first section links modern social

imaginaries to coloniality and demonstrates how ideographic shifts can function to

decolonize the imaginary. In the second section, I begin my critical engagement of the

Young Lords’ popular rhetoric in the church offensive, paying particular attention to

Decolonizing Imaginaries 3
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how their rearticulation of ‘‘the people’’ enacts a decolonial alternative to their status

quo. Finally, I finish the essay with an extended conclusion that explores some

implications that decolonizing imaginaries might have for how we conceptualize

ideographic research delinked from modernist, neo-liberal projects.

Ideographs, (Modern) Social Imaginaries, and Decoloniality

McGee was one of the first to most clearly posit a link between rhetoric and ideology,

which manifests itself, he argues, in the uses of the ‘‘ideograph.’’19 McGee suggests

that for one to understand clearly the operation of ideology in practice, one must

look at the different ideographs operative within a particular rhetorical culture.

‘‘To participate in a rhetorical culture,’’ Celeste Michelle Condit and John Louis

Lucaites add, ‘‘one thus must pay allegiance to its ideographs, employing them in ways

that audiences can judge to be reasonable.’’20 Ideographs do the work of ideology. They

are higher-order symbols, similar to God terms, which are single word/phrase

encapsulations of a particular ideology. Ideographs, such as ‘‘equality,’’ do the work

that cannot be done by rational arguments, in part, because the whole range of the

meaning of an ideograph (like ‘‘equality’’ or ‘‘the people’’) cannot be known or wholly

expressed.21

Given their partial indeterminacy, Condit suggests, ideographs ‘‘serve as power-

ful, normative warrants for public behavior’’ that have ‘‘evolved from their

historical, discursive interactions with one another and from their standing as

‘the moral of the story’ in public political narratives.’’22 Additionally, ideographs

are so ingrained within a culture that their (general) meaning cannot be

legitimately questioned or opposed. Ideographs operate not necessarily in

theoretical discourse, but are in real political dialogue, like mass media, popular

culture, political debates, and even images.23 A range of scholars have built upon

the conceptual foundation offered by McGee to account for the ways in which

ideographs do socio-political and cultural work, even when the words (‘‘people,’’

‘‘equality,’’ etc.) are not often or ever uttered. Under this revised and modernized

framework, ideographs can be understood as the constellation of various discursive

forms constituting the verbal, visual, and embodied vocabulary of a public culture.

Such a public vocabulary is significant because it materializes normative

commitments and equips publics with the discursive and rhetorical resources for

stranger relationality.24

This need for stranger relationality, Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar suggests, is a

particularly modern one: ‘‘modernity in its multiple forms seems to rely on a special

form of social imaginary that is based on relations among strangers.’’25 Western

modernity, he continues, has imagined ‘‘the public sphere as a meta-topical place for

deliberation and discussion among strangers on issues of mutual concern.’’26 By

invoking the modern social imaginary Gaonkar taps into a rich and developing

literature, with roots in (post-) Marxist critics Claude Lefort and Cornelius

Castoriadis, which is engaged most actively by public culture critics like Charles

Taylor.27 The concept of social imaginary draws attention to the imbrication of social
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practices and civic habits (like voting and political marches), political doctrines

(democracy, liberalism, socialism, etc.), and circulating symbols (metaphors,

narratives, myths, images, etc.) to highlight what Gaonkar summarizes as ‘‘ways of

understanding the social,’’ which ‘‘become social entities themselves, mediating

collective life.’’28 ‘‘To put it differently,’’ I have summarized elsewhere, ‘‘‘social

imaginary’ is one way to talk about the complex hegemonic structuration of ‘the

social’ in manners that inform and are informed by political discourse and habitus.’’29

When Taylor discusses social imaginaries, he attempts to name that, which in our

social world, escapes simple definition. Social imaginaries are ‘‘the ways in which

people imagine their social existence, how they fit together with others, how things

go on between them and their fellows, the expectations that are normally met, and

the deeper normative notions and images that underlie these expectations.’’30 Social

imaginaries inform and are informed by factual and normative commitments about

‘‘how things usually go’’ and ‘‘how they ought to go.’’ Such norms, by extension,

inform understanding of and the ability to identify ‘‘ideal cases’’ that make sense in

the context of the background understanding that undergirds the social.31 The social

imaginary, then, drives us to understand, appreciate, and demand a wide set of

practices and beliefs that are constitutive of who we are in some meaningful way.

Unlike Castoriadis, who seems focused almost exclusively on the symbolic

dimensions of the imaginary, Taylor is concerned with the articulations of symbols,

ideologies, and embodied practices. According to Gaonkar, the social imaginary

‘‘occupies a fluid middle ground between embodied practices and explicit doctrines.

The relation between the three is dynamic. The line of influence is not causative but

circular.’’32 More to the point, according to Taylor, there is a crucial, recursive

relationship between social practices and the understanding produced by imaginaries:

If the understanding makes the practice possible, it is also true that the practice
largely carries the understanding. At any given time, we can speak of the
‘‘repertory’’ of collective actions at the disposal of a given sector of society.
These are the common actions that they know how to undertake, all the way from
the general election, involving the whole society, to knowing how to strike up a
polite but uninvolved conversation with a casual group in the reception hall.33

Seeming to echo McGee’s aforementioned ‘‘repertory of convictions’’ evident in

rhetorical constructions of ‘‘the people,’’ the notion of social imaginaries offers a

potential alternative justification for studying ideographs.

McGee’s ideographs project was, first and foremost, an attempt to articulate a ‘‘link

between rhetoric and ideology’’ (the subtitle of his original essay). The critical thrust

of the concept of ideographs, however, comes from their value in explaining the

practical rhetorical functionality of social control. McGee extended his attentiveness

to social control with arguments on materialist rhetoric,34 something for which

poststructuralists and materialists like Ronald Walter Greene and Dana Cloud have

taken him to task.35 In linking ideographs to social imaginaries, our attention is

refocused to the constitutive potential of ideographs*to the ways in which they

normalize social relations, construct the background of a society, and enunciate a set

Decolonizing Imaginaries 5
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of practices that, in turn, inform how ideographs are understood

and do their socio-political work. Furthermore, bringing ideographs to the social

imaginary table adds a well-theorized rhetorical concept to Taylor’s, sometimes

vague, attention to ‘‘symbols’’ and practices. Ideographs, then, can be understood as

(a) the verbal, visual, and embodied symbolic repertoire that (b) is defined by, and

in turn defines, the social imaginary, which (c) facilitates ideologically, historically,

and doctrinally constrained modes of stranger relationality.

Since the exigency of stranger relationality is a product/productive of modern

Western social imaginaries, the Young Lords’ rhetorical intervention as a decolonial

liberation movement is particularly significant. As Nelson Maldonado-Torres argues

succinctly, ‘‘Modernity as a discourse and as a practice would not be possible without

coloniality, and coloniality continues to be an inevitable outcome of modern

discourses.’’36 While scholars like Maldonado-Torres, Mignolo, and Latin@ studies

pioneer Juan Flores readily acknowledge the virtual disappearance of formal or

political colonialism, all are attentive to what Anı́bal Quijano calls ‘‘a colonization of

the imagination of the dominated.’’37 For Quijano and others attentive to coloniality,

critical scrutiny is directed largely to the ‘‘colonization of the imaginary,’’ which is

productive of oppressive and repressive epistemologies and master narratives.

Critics of coloniality use language remarkably similar to Taylor and Gaonkar’s

descriptions of the social imaginary,. ‘‘In the beginning colonialism was a product of

a systematic repression,’’ Quijano writes. He continues, ‘‘The repression fell, above all,

over the modes of knowing, of producing knowledge, of producing perspectives,

images and systems of images, symbols, modes of signification, over the resources,

patterns, and instruments of formalized and objectivised expression, intellectual or

visual.’’38 In short, the repression engaged precisely those things that make up the

social imaginary. In replacing indigenous knowledge with Western models of thought

and rationality, the modern social imaginaries were born. And while Gaonkar

recognizes ‘‘multiple modernities’’ and multiple imaginaries, reference to the racist,

classist repression supporting those modernities is absent, which underscores the

ways they are, in Mignolo’s words, ‘‘blind to the colonial difference.’’39

The fundamental linkage between modernity and coloniality*a linkage that is

manifest in the social imaginaries that structure society and recursively inform

political identity and practices of citizenship*underwrites the vocabulary of

ideographs available to would-be agents. This is particularly true of dominant,

Western-liberal articulations of ‘‘the people,’’ which, as McGee argues, ‘‘produc[e]

ontic rhetorics, arguments that promot[e] particular criteria for being or becoming

American.’’ McGee continues that both ‘‘people’’ and ‘‘public’’ further ‘‘anticipate a

homogenous polity and take little or no notice of legitimate ontic or epistemic

difference among groups of Americans’’ even in an era that has supposedly

‘‘legitimized heterogeneity.’’40 In challenging Western-liberal articulations of ‘‘the

people’’ through a rhetoric of liberation, however, the Young Lords’ discourse and

activism contain ‘‘the de-linking seed’’ that provides ‘‘alternatives TO modernity’’41

and the modern social imaginary.

6 D. Enck-Wanzer
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In the next section of the essay, I direct my attention to the Young Lords’ church

offensive, which offers an exemplary case study as a site at which a fragmented, critical,

decolonial imaginary gets articulated through an inventive ideographic rhetoric. In

approaching the Young Lords rhetoric, I heed the call of critical rhetoricians such as

Kent Ono and John Sloop, who offer an attitude for approaching vernacular/Other

rhetorics on their own ground*a call that Fernando Delgado, Bernadette Marie

Calafell, Michelle Holling, and others all echo in their own work, similar to what Lisa

Flores calls Latin@ ‘‘rhetorics of difference.’’42 Engaging the Young Lords’ church

offensive, I try to enact and locate ‘‘an other thinking’’ in their rhetoric*a de-linking

double-critique functioning within both Anglo-American and Latin@ traditions,

and simultaneously, ‘‘from neither of them’’; a critique ‘‘located at the border of

coloniality’’ that overcomes the ‘‘monotopic epistemology of modernity’’ and ‘‘releases

knowledges that have become subalternized’’ by the coloniality in/of modern social

imaginaries.43

‘‘The People’s Church’’ and Delinking Imaginaries

Just over a month after the Young Lords formed on July 26, 1969, the group expanded

their community service and activism to include a host of social programs dealing

with healthcare, food, clothing drives, and education, to name a few. Bolstering

their demands for ‘‘community control,’’ ‘‘self-determination,’’ ‘‘liberation,’’ and even

‘‘socialist redistribution,’’ their ‘‘serve the people’’ programs, generated visibility and

intense support for the Young Lords in El Barrio.44 One example of that support came

in the form of the community’s response to police harassment of the Young Lords.

Speaking about an attempt by the police to intimidate and provoke the Young Lords

by surrounding the office one day, Pablo ‘‘Yoruba’’ Guzman (their Minister of

Information) recounted the community’s response: ‘‘The people came out into the

street and were behind us. They asked what are they here for and we told them what

they were here for. Our explanation made a connection with what happened to the

Black Panther party a week before and the people said ‘Why? You haven’t hurt

anybody.’’’45

Within that context of increasing community support, the desire to fulfill the

objectives of their program and platform, and the broadening of their focus to

address coloniality in Puerto Rico and New York, the Young Lords sought out local

institutions they perceived to be advancing dominant interests and failing to serve

their community. In doing so, the Young Lords approached the First Spanish

Methodist Church (hereafter, FSMC) about using their facilities to run a free

breakfast program for poor youth. Initially, the Young Lords appealed to the FSMC as

part of a broader effort to connect with partners in their various outreach programs.

Since churches were eminently visible institutions and carried (through their history

as vehicles of colonial domination)46 credibility among residents of El Barrio, the

Young Lords worked to ensure that different churches were actually serving the

community in which they operated.

Decolonizing Imaginaries 7
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As part of their research and outreach, the Young Lords discovered that most of

the churches in El Barrio had some kind of pragmatic community service program

that served residents in ways other than spiritual sustenance. The FSMC, however,

was a special and unfortunate case. Located in the middle of El Barrio, the FSMC

only opened its doors on Sundays for official church services. Failing to involve itself

in the community’s efforts to rise above deleterious conditions, the FSMC became an

institution of particular interest to the Young Lords.47 According to Yoruba, ‘‘The

First Spanish Church was chosen because it was right smack dead in the center of

the Barrio. It’s a beautiful location right in the middle of the community. It was also

chosen because it is the one church in the community that has consistently closed

itself up to the community.’’48 The FSMC, then, became the symbol of colonial

intervention in El Barrio and locus of conflict for the burgeoning Young Lords.

Beginning their discussions with the FSMC in October 1969, negotiations did not

progress in the Young Lords’ favor for at least three reasons. First, the church

congregation was evangelical and conservative. Espousing leftist beliefs, the Young

Lords were patently resistant to organized religion, even if many of its members had

religious backgrounds. The ideological tension between what the Young Lords

advocated politically (decolonial liberation and socialist redistribution) and what

the church espoused politically and spiritually appeared to be an insurmountable

hurdle. Second, the pastor of the FSMC, Humerto Carrazara, was an anti-Castro

Cuban exile; whereas the Young Lords were pro-Castro and, more prominently, pro-

Che Guevarra, the images and words of whom they regularly circulated in the

community. Third, the vast majority of the leadership and membership of the FSMC

did not reside in the community and, therefore, did not see a pressing need to expend

church resources (space, funds, etc.) to support programs for El Barrio. As a

spokesperson for the FSMC church explained in summary, ‘‘The First Spanish Church

is a conservative church, as are most of our Evangelical Spanish churches. The tactics

of the Young Lords and their ideology have been offensive to the people of the local

congregation.’’49

Failing in their initial negotiations with the FSMC, the Young Lords made the

decision to appeal directly to the membership of the congregation. On December 7,

1969, after having sat in on services and distributed flyers outside for the previous six

Sundays, at least 14 members of the Young Lords attended the Sunday worship again.

At the end of the sermon, a period for free testimonial opened up and Felipe Luciano

(then chairperson of the Young Lords) attempted to address the 80-member con-

gregation. The trouble began when Luciano arose and shouted ‘‘There is something

wrong here. This is not a community.’’ Upon rising and, according to New York Times

reporter Michael Kaufman, ‘‘interrupting the service,’’ Luciano and other Lords were

confronted by police officers that had been standing by in anticipation.50 In the clash

that followed, five Young Lords and three police officers were injured (Luciano the

worst with a broken arm), and 14 Young Lords were arrested. After the incident, about

150 people in the community took part in a march that ended at the FSMC. Reported

Kaufman, ‘‘At the church, the marchers stopped for a short rally at which they berated

the police as ‘cowards’ and repeated their demand.’’51

8 D. Enck-Wanzer
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In the weeks that followed, the Lords continued trying, progressively with greater

vigor, to negotiate with the FSMC leadership. Each Sunday, the Lords returned to the

church services and requested from the parishioners an agreement to use the space

for a free breakfast program, a daycare center, a makeshift medical clinic (for

tuberculosis and lead poisoning testing), and a ‘‘liberation school,’’ which was

designed to address the colonial imaginary of the Puerto Rican people.52 On

December 21, for example, about 150 Young Lords and supporters attended Sunday

worship. A brief discussion with the Lay board (the governing body of the FSMC), a

representative of the church youth, and some Young Lords followed the service, after

which Luciano delivered another plea for use of the space. By that time, however,

most of the church members had departed.53

The following Sunday brought a substantial change in the scene, according to

Kaufman of the New York Times:

As the sound of the final organ chord died down, Juan Gonzalez, a spokesman for
the group, rose and attempted to address the congregation. For the last 12 weeks,
many of the 80 parishioners and 150 supporters of the Lords have come to regard
such speeches as part of the service . . .. This time, however, most of the
parishioners filed out of the church . . . as Mr. Gonzalez sought again to persuade
them to accept the breakfast program. As they left, crosspieces were quickly nailed
onto the church’s two doors, which were also chained from the inside.54

Choosing to ‘‘take’’ the church rather than continue futile negotiations, the Young

Lords announced a ‘‘liberated zone’’ ‘‘in the midst of occupied territory.’’55 Promptly

renaming the First Spanish Methodist Church as ‘‘the People’s Church,’’ the Young

Lords began almost immediately to serve the community. According to another New

York Times report, ‘‘Puerto Rican militants provided free meals, medical care, and

history classes for neighborhood youngsters yesterday in an East Harlem church that

they seized on Sunday.’’56

Outside the church, Luciano later recalled, ‘‘The community reacted very

favorably. Leaflets, rallies, and marches through the streets proved effective in terms

of getting the people out.’’57 One mimeographed flyer read:

The struggle around the First Spanish Methodist Church that the Young Lords have
been waging for the past two months has resulted in the transformation of that
church into the new People’s Church. The Young Lords Organization, members of
the community of ‘‘El Barrio’’ and their supporters liberated the church for the use
of it by the people . . .. The Young Lords program calls for the immediate opening
of the church to the people. The children of our community will have a free
breakfast program and a Liberation School. No longer will they go to school
hungry. No longer will the oppressor keep from them their true culture and the
history of repression in America.58

In all, the Lords made the People’s Church a sanctuary warranted in the name of ‘‘the

people’’*a place for learning, livelihood, and liberation triumphing over an

unresponsive and oppressive institution with strong ties to the modern Western

project of coloniality.59
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Lasting eleven days, the People’s Church was home to all of the programs the

Young Lords sought to implement. Furthermore, the church became a political,

social, and artistic refuge for ‘‘the people’’ of El Barrio, and the residence of some

300 people. They hosted a children’s theatrical event (which was, essentially, a play

about the church offensive), numerous speeches, poetry readings (including the first

reading of Pedro Pietri’s famous poem, ‘‘Puerto Rican Obituary’’), musical events,

and more. Then, at 6:30 a.m. on January 7, 1970, 105 Young Lords and supporters

submitted to arrest, bringing a peaceful end to the church offensive.60 While

undeniably short-lived, the holding of the People’s Church set the practical and

discursive terrain for a prolonged rearticulation of ‘‘the people’’ that lasted until the

Young Lords’ demise in 1972.61

There are probably obvious ways, given the above narrative, that ‘‘the people’’ was

a key ideograph at play in the Young Lords’ rhetoric. For example, their choice to

rename a seized church ‘‘the People’s Church’’ is just the first of many hints that ‘‘the

people’’ were central to this action and the Young Lords’ rhetoric generally. This

should not be surprising given the long tradition of privileging ‘‘the people’’ in US

political discourse. According to Daniel T. Rodgers, ‘‘Post-Revolutionary America

belonged to the people; the terms entered the constitutional lexicon at independence.

Through the carefully balanced machinery of their constitutions the people ruled.’’62

More importantly, Rodgers continues, ‘‘No political term with as powerful a history

as the People disappears; their moment past, such words remain lodged in the

patterns of speech, open (with luck) for new tasks and occasions.’’63 Kenneth Burke

knew this well when he addressed the American Writer’s Congress and argued,

unsuccessfully, that ‘‘the people’’ ought to be privileged over ‘‘the worker.’’64 McGee

also understood the power of ‘‘the people’’ in liberal democratic politics*both as

product and structure of political myths, and as a homogenizing force in US

rhetorical culture.65 Just as these and many other scholars have recognized the power

of ‘‘the people,’’ the Young Lords, versed in the discourse of US and Latin American

democratic traditions, seized on ‘‘the people’’ as a key ideograph in their public

discourse. The church offensive is just one example of such a rhetoric in action*an

example that was sustained through future reiterations of the memory of the church

offensive, a later retaking of the FSMC, and continued articulations of ‘‘the people’’ in

their activism in the subsequent years.66

Through verbal discourse, leafleting, artistic performances, and modeling civic and

political practices, the Young Lords crafted ‘‘the people’’ in various ways and in a

manner that shaped a sustained public image of ‘‘the people’’ in action. The means by

which the Young Lords did this was complex and not temporally bound in the

immediate context of the church offensive; that is, the Lords spoke, wrote, performed,

and imaged ‘‘the people’’ into existence in the immediate context of the church

offensive and through further advocacy afterward. Much like Maurice Charland’s

‘‘peuple québécios,’’ the Young Lords’ ‘‘people’’ were a ‘‘representational effect’’ of the

narratives and other discourse that ‘‘create the illusion of merely revealing a unified

and unproblematic subjectivity.’’67 In the church offensive, the Young Lords crafted

‘‘the people’’ as: (1) subverted by the FSMC and dominating institutions; (2) collective
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rather than individualist; (3) oppressed in everyday life and in their normal/

normalized position; (4) oppositional and engaged in liberation, especially through

education; and (5) powerful, even omnipotent, at the center of the Lords’ liberation

politics. By constructing the ideograph of ‘‘the people’’ in this way, the Young Lords

advanced a decolonial challenge to the modern social imaginary dominant at the time.

To begin, ‘‘the people,’’ in the Lords’ articulation, had been let down, even robbed,

by various institutions. Whether in politics, education, the church, or some other

institution, the needs of ‘‘the people’’ had not been met. Regarding organized religion

generally and the FSMC in particular, Yoruba argued,

The other issue that has been brought up is that organized religion has got to respond
to the needs of the people. Now the Board of Directors and members of that church
say that we imposed ourselves on them by speaking up and asking for space during
their service. We say that they have imposed themselves on the community by
putting their church in the middle of the community and then not opening their
doors to the people. That’s the true imposition that they fail to see.68

In this way, ‘‘the people’’ were constructed as having their will subverted when their

attempts to voice their pluriversal lived experiences were silenced. Furthermore, the

church had excluded ‘‘the people,’’ shut them out in their own community, thus

warranting liberatory action on the Lords’ part. In a related rhetorical move, ‘‘the

people’’ were duped and held down by the church. According to Yoruba, ‘‘They teach

only the parts of the bible that will mollify the people, keep them down, you know,

turn the other cheek, be cool, be humble, slow up, wait.’’69 In drawing attention to the

ways in which the FSMC*understood both as a colonizing power in its own right

and as a synecdoche for broader coloniality*occupied both the space of ‘‘the people’’

and their minds, the Young Lords initiated a decolonial rhetoric aimed at delinking

‘‘the people’’ from the modern colonial social imaginary.

Such a rhetorical delinking from coloniality occurred visually as well as verbally.

McGee once playfully asserted, ‘‘No one has ever seen an ‘equality’ strutting up

the driveway.’’70 While I will not challenge the specific example, we can sight

ideographs.71 With regard to ‘‘the people,’’ Lucaites makes a provocative argument

about how the ideograph is figured in documentary photojournalism beginning in

the 1930s. According to Lucaites, documentary photography ushered in a technology

that disrupted the myth of a unified ‘‘people’’ and highlighted individuality in an

apparently fragmented US American public. Starting in the 1930s, photography

functioned to imbue ‘‘the American people’’ with a certain character that reduced

the sense of collectivity into the individual, thus accenting the liberal dimension of

liberal democracy.72

Countering the hegemonic formulation of this specific liberal, individualist

ideology, the Young Lords visualized ‘‘the people’’ in a manner that privileged

collectivism. In a sense, rather than, as Lucaites says, ‘‘concretize ‘the people’ in its

individual particularity,’’73 the Lords focused attention on the interconnectedness of a

heterogeneous people. For example, in the Young Lords’ film El Pueblo Se Levanta

(which documented their church offensive and other early activism), viewers can find
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numerous scenes where they cannot tell who any of the specific persons pictured

are; rather viewers are shown ‘‘the people’’ as a collectivity taking over the church*
not quite ‘‘the people’’ strutting up the driveway, but close. In the church offensive,

then, ‘‘the people’’ asserted their liberation by taking ‘‘community control’’ of the

FSMC. Such performances of collective peoplehood were captured on moving

images, reported by mainstream news organizations, and filmed by activist still-

photographers linked up to the Lords. Furthermore, such captured images of ‘‘the

people’’ performed were circulated beyond the church offensive context. In its

circulation, the image of ‘‘the people’’ in action links up with similar images of

protest commonplace at the time. In this way, such imaging of ‘‘the people’’ was

specific to the Young Lords decolonizing politics, and generalizable to (a) wider

populist struggles and constructions of people-hood and (b) broader ‘‘Third World’’

decolonial politics.

In rearticulating ‘‘the people’’ through a collectivist and coalitional lens, the Young

Lords normalized ‘‘the people’’ as a regular part of everyday life in El Barrio.

Furthermore, the Lords constructed ‘‘the people’’ in opposition to a ruling class and

hierarchies in the church that oppressed them in various ways. ‘‘The people,’’ in this

manner, were ‘‘normal’’ despite, or in the process of, being oppressed. At one point,

Yoruba demanded, ‘‘The hierarchy of the church has got to come down from up there

in the sky and see what’s happening with the people.’’74 In this sense, ‘‘the people’’

were on the ground figuratively and literally. They were, on the one hand, real,

historically situated people with practical problems that the church would not

address; and on the other hand, they were the materialist counterparts to the church’s

metaphysical idealism*the products of intersubjective social relations rooted in a

history of coloniality.

Even something as simple as the Young Lords and supporters gathering in the

FSMC for a musical performance became a key figuring of ‘‘the people’’ because of

the representational force of this collectivity in the subdued space of the church.

Importantly, the representative form of such figurations of ‘‘the people’’ keys us to a

particular performance of peopleness and its heterogeneous content.75 When we look

at the images and read/hear the words that capture particular performances, ‘‘the

people’’ lack any originality or uniqueness except in their collection en masse, which

marks the representative form as remarkable and powerful. Their collective unification

in a manner that asserted agency (however normal their acts may seem) marked a

performative commitment to the vita activa and a resistance to docility and the

colonized imaginary.76 So while they are figured as normal, action and the exercise of a

particular type of power are normalized as well. And this is what makes the Young

Lords’ ‘‘people’’ particularly unique and resistive: rather than reducing collectivity

onto the individual, the Young Lords reversed the equation by locating the people

in a sense of collectivity or groupness that imagined a democratic and decolonial

moment of liberation rooted in the necessity of cultural heterogeneity (the Lords were

a multi-ethnic, multi-racial group, after all) and its attendant universalization of

plurality (pluriversality, in Mignolo’s terms).77
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Within this decolonial moment challenging the modern social imaginary, ‘‘the

people’’ were visually and verbally positioned oppositionally to institutions, in this

case the church, but also to broader oppressive institutions. In addition to images,

words, and activism showing ‘‘the people’’ taking over the institution that had

excluded them, the Young Lords articulated and performed a ‘‘people’’ making

alternative use of the church’s space for a concert, performances, meals, and a

liberation school to free them from the restrictive confines of the church’s and

society’s colonial imaginaries.78 Such oppositional positioning and deterritorializa-

tion also placed ‘‘the people’’ within liberation by visually and performatively

marking their movement from an excluded position into new spaces and realms,

delineating a ‘‘liberated zone.’’79 They are witnessed in this context as enacting

decolonial power and are constructed beyond this context as doing the same.

In a mimeographed issue of Palante that appeared after the church offensive,

Yoruba featured the Young Lords’ rearticulation of ‘‘the people’s’’ struggle in the

following way: ‘‘To fight this oppression, the YOUNG LORDS ORGANIZATION

knows it is necessary to unite all The People against the Ruling Class. To do this, we

must educate them to the lies we are faced with every day. Once people understand

how they are being oppressed, then they can move against those who have their

foot on our backs.’’80 This passage is important for two reasons. First, it established

the opposition between ‘‘the people’’ and the ‘‘ruling class’’ (note the capitalization he

uses), which delineates the broad scope of their revised ‘‘people’’ in opposition to a

modern, universalized ‘‘people.’’ Second, it defined a crucial goal of the Young Lords

as being the education of ‘‘the people’’ so that they could ‘‘move’’ (in literal and

figurative ways) against their oppressors, empowered by new modes of thinking that

functioned outside the modern colonial social imaginary.

In one photograph published in the New York Times, we are further clued into the

Young Lords’ important goal of educating ‘‘the people.’’81 The image’s composition

was keyed to the familiar educational setting, but was also set aside as unique and

revolutionary in this context because audience members (i.e., those viewing the

image) knew it was occurring in a non-traditional setting with non-traditional goals

(‘‘liberation school’’). Combined with the verbal messages about ‘‘the people’’ being

denied a history and being repressed by the church, the act of teaching and learning,

and the image of both, provided rhetorical and practical resources to rethink the

social imaginary outside of coloniality. In this manner, ‘‘the people’’ were normal,

oppressed, and preparing to move the social in significant ways.82

In attempting such social movement in the context of continued oppression,

‘‘the people’’ were active and exercised a certain type of power. In a speech delivered

at the FSMC, Luciano reasoned as follows:

Legally, the church is tax exempt. Any tax exempt institution is run by the people.
The people should be allowed to use the space. They have no right to close the
doors to any group of people, whether they be anti-poverty, revolutionary,
or whatever the case may be, they have no right to close their doors.83
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This ‘‘tax exempt’’ justification for taking over the church was one that the Lords

deployed often.84 More importantly, and similar to the jaiberı́a sensibility I have

discussed elsewhere in reference to the Young Lords’ garbage offensive,

‘‘the people’’ were authorized to act by the same system that oppressed them.85 In

a Burkean sense, the scene-agency relationship became complicated insofar as one of

the institutional settings on which ‘‘the people’’ acted became the very agency

through which action was made possible.86 Put differently, the Young Lords again

demonstrated their ability to think and act from the interstices or borders between

modern/colonial worlds. They engaged in ‘‘an other thinking’’ that could ‘‘think from

both traditions’’ at the same time87 and precipitated a moment ‘‘in which the

imaginary of the modern world system cracks.’’88 Such ‘‘other thinking’’ propelled a

liberation rhetoric that was further doubled*one that affirmed a commitment to

‘‘the people’’ while rearticulating its meaning, history, and function.

Unsurprisingly then, ‘‘the people’’ were elevated in the Young Lords’ rhetoric to the

highest possible position. Reacting to the tension between their own ideology

and the ideology of the church, Luciano said, ‘‘It has to be understood that we may

not advocate a worship in a God. Our god is our people. That is my god. That is my

religion.’’89 Displacing what Mignolo calls the modern ‘‘theo- and ego-logical

hegemony . . ., a (de-colonizing) geopolitics of knowledge and understanding’’

emerged in Luciano’s rhetoric.90 More important than any other ideograph, ‘‘the

people’’ took a central position as the nodal point of the Young Lords rhetoric*the

point through which they challenged the dominant social imaginary and imagined

anew.

As the initial point at which the Young Lords crafted a new vision of ‘‘the people,’’

the significance of the rhetoric of the church offensive extended beyond its spatio-

temporal context. The Young Lords were a media savvy group and knew that the

words they spoke and activities in which they engaged would become otherwise

mediated images (film, television, and news photographs) that could circulate within

a vernacular (counter)public sphere and to a broader public audience.91 Circulation,

here, does not refer simply to the utterance of words and deployment of per-

formances and images in their initial context. Rather, words, performances, and

images of ‘‘the people’’ continued to circulate beyond the actual place and time of the

People’s Church through flyers, newspapers (e.g., the New York Times and Palante),

television (the church offensive received a lot of news coverage and garnered national

attention with appearances by Jane Fonda and Sammy Davis Jr.), and film (El Pueblo

Se Levanta).92 Such circulation continued past the immediate time of the event to

cultivate a memory and imaginary of the ‘‘the people’’ that found material

instantiation in the media just mentioned, in repeated oral performances of what

happened at the People’s Church, and in the eventual second takeover of the FSMC

after Julio Roldan (a Young Lord) turned up dead in his Riker’s Island prison cell

from an apparent suicide. Thus, the liberation politics and rearticulation of ‘‘the

people’’ advanced by the Lords was re-performed and may even continue to be so

today.93
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Turning attention to the circulation of ideographs brings us back to McGee’s

demand that we examine these terms in ordinary, everyday, political discourse. Cara

Finnegan and Jiyeon Kang would agree when they write, ‘‘Circulation enables us to

avoid untenable distinctions between images and texts, focusing not on individual

types of discourse, but on their movement in a scene of circulation . . . [that]

recognizes the multiplicity of discourse and . . . does not privilege the linguistic and

textual over the visual.’’94 In bringing such a focus and attitude to bear on ‘‘the

people’’ and ideographs generally, attention to circulation encourages critics to

examine the ways in which multifarious discourses produce rhetorical scenes and

agents (social imaginaries) through the constellation and rearticulation of various

ideographs. Add to this a consideration of how embodied practices (the liberation

school, poetry performances, theatrical plays, etc.) were also part of the broader

discourse, which is both a product and productive of the social imaginary, and we

are left with a more nuanced understanding of how ideographs circulate and

do socio-political work. As public-specific understandings, social imaginaries

change, fluctuate, and are reinforced with changes in speech, writing, images,

performance, etc. As new discourse is created or old discourse is reinterpreted and

redeployed, social imaginaries are altered.95

Decolonizing Rhetoric: Some Concluding Thoughts

The Young Lords Organization’s 1969 takeover of the First Spanish Methodist Church

in El Barrio was the second public, political ‘‘offensive’’ in which they engaged. Like

their first offensive (the July 1969 garbage offensive), the church offensive was only

moderately ‘‘successful’’ when viewed from an instrumentalist framework.96

Although it was effective for the days in which the Lords held control of the

FSMC, the revolutionary Latin@s capitulated to pressure from the city and police,

surrendering after a week of occupying the space. While meeting material needs and

establishing ‘‘community control’’ of local institutions were important to the Lords

and their supporters, the significance of the church offensive was largely symbolic

and operated on the imaginaries of those involved. As Luciano summarized, ‘‘It’s

important that we understand the importance of this institution. This is a symbol.

And it must be won over.’’97 And won over it was. Even though the Young Lords

eventually lost permanent control of the FSMC, the ‘‘People’s Church’’ and ‘‘the

people’’ remained, through continued circulation, a powerful symbol of the group’s

activism and the possibilities of liberation politics ‘‘in the midst of occupied

territory.’’ The Young Lords’ takeover of the FSMC, then, had constitutive

implications insofar as they managed to secure a popular rearticulation of the space

as the ‘‘People’s Church’’ (a label that continues to be used today) and they modeled

practices of liberation and community control in which they engaged until becoming

the Puerto Rican Revolutionary Workers Organization in 1972.

Such an alternative set of public sensibilities*the different modes and ideals of

stranger relationality*was anchored by a rearticulation of ‘‘the people’’ enacting a

material rhetorical challenge to the dominant modern social imaginary. Taken
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together, this essay underscores the importance of putting ideographic theory into

conversation with notions of social imaginaries because ideographs are, recursively,

an important (perhaps the central) material rhetorical means by which social

imaginaries do their work, as well as a product of revisions to social imaginaries.

Understood as the verbal, visual, and embodied symbolic repertoire that is defined by

(and defines) the social imaginary, ideographs facilitate ideologically, historically, and

doctrinally constrained modes of stranger relationality, thus constituting social

imaginaries and sociopolitical subjectivity. A focus on ‘‘the people’’ helps to under-

score these connections, especially when examined in the context of the Young Lords’

challenge to dominant constructions of a homogenous ‘‘people.’’ McGee, for

example, posits, ‘‘‘We the People of the United States’ supposes a cultural and

political homogeneity.’’98 Such homogeneity, however, hangs its rhetorical hat on the

articulation of individuals to a sense of common cause, purpose, and ontology. ‘‘The

people,’’ in this sense, are individuals positioned as contiguous under the banner

‘‘American,’’ and operating in the absence of an ‘‘epistemic difference.’’99 In this

hegemonic formulation, ‘‘the people’’ presumes a certain universality of identity and

normative commitments, which Mignolo would argue is concomitant with a modern

colonial imaginary. ‘‘The crooked rhetoric that naturalizes ‘modernity’ as a universal

global process and point of arrival hides its darker side, the constant reproduction of

‘coloniality.’’’100

In advancing an alternative conceptualization of ‘‘the people’’ as an ideograph in

the church offensive, the Young Lords decolonized the social imaginary and

articulated liberation as an alternative to emancipation within the system. ‘‘What

is at question in this paradigm,’’ writes Quijano, is ‘‘the individual and individualist

character of the ‘subject,’ which like every half-truth falsifies the problem by denying

intersubjectivity and social totality as the production sites of all knowledge.’’101

Rejecting the universal individual as the basis for ‘‘the people,’’ the Young Lords

sought an ‘‘other’’ way of thinking and being that, Quijano would agree, liberated

‘‘the production of knowledge, reflection, and communication from the pitfalls of

European rationality/modernity.’’102 This other way of thinking worked by supplant-

ing homogeneous constructions of ‘‘the people’’ and discursive privileging of

individualism with a different ‘‘perspective of totality in knowledge [that] includes

the acknowledgement of the heterogeneity of all reality.’’103

Drawing from embodied, historically and geographically particular experiences,

the Young Lords engaged in an ‘‘other thinking’’ that delinked the ideograph

‘‘the people’’ from modern rationality and enunciated a pluriversal alternative to

the modern social imaginary. The Young Lords crafted a ‘‘people’’ who had been

(and continues to be) excluded from ethico-/theo-political culture; whose lived

experience of coloniality has been silenced; whose strength comes from a diversity

of experience; who resist racist constructions of docility; who operate on-the-

ground rather than in a specialized or technocratic realm; and who is marked first

by its collectivism, from which it garners strength and through which it articulates

links of equivalence to other Third World sisters and brothers in struggle.

Pluriversality, in this context, denotes the Young Lords’ attentiveness to ‘‘different
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colonial histories entangled with imperial modernity.’’104 The pluriversality ‘‘of each

local history and its narrative of decolonization,’’ Mignolo adds, ‘‘can connect

through . . . common experience and use it as the basis for a new common logic of

knowing’’ bound to ‘‘a universal project of delinking from modern rationality and

building other possible worlds.’’105

In reading the Young Lords’ rhetoric of ‘‘the people’’ as a decolonizing rhetoric aimed

at delinking from modern/colonial social imaginaries, I have argued that the Young

Lords provide ‘‘an other thinking,’’ which Mignolo describes as ‘‘a way of thinking that

is not inspired in its own limitations and is not intended to dominate and to humiliate;

a way of thinking that is universally marginal, fragmentary, and unachieved; and, as

such, a way of thinking that, because universally marginal and fragmentary, is not

ethnocidal.’’106 In my read of their rhetoric, I have tried to demonstrate an other

thinking of my own (to ‘‘think from both traditions and, at the same time, from neither

of them’’)107 by joining ideographs and social imaginaries, and demonstrating how the

Young Lords enunciated a substantive challenge to modern coloniality.

Such ‘‘other thinking’’ is already a hallmark of contemporary scholarship in Latin@

rhetorical studies, but my particular engagement of decoloniality in the Young Lords’

rhetoric can push further the theoretical development of Latin@ vernacular discourse.

In their essay on ChicanoBrujo performances, for example, Holling and Calafell

argue, ‘‘A decolonial performance practice performs, embodies, and manifests the ills

of colonialism.’’108 In their most recent work codifying a metatheory of Latin@

vernacular discourse, Holling and Calafell underscore the ways such discourse

‘‘implicates the decolonial; that is, the process of decolonization’’ through a

‘‘conscious awareness’’ and reflexivity about colonialism’s embodied marks.109

Building from these recognitions, my extension of the scholarship on decoloniality

in this essay offers a layer of specificity, suggesting that a defining characteristic of

decoloniality is a critical delinking that offers pluriversal alternatives to modern

coloniality. Such alternatives can coalesce in challenges to ideographs like ‘‘the

people,’’ but must also include broader epistemic shifts privileging geopolitical

location and the body politics of knowledge in contradistinction to the dominant

social imaginary.110

Finally, it is important to recognize the general noteworthiness of the critical

vocabulary offered by the literature on coloniality. While I acknowledge my place

within privileged discourses of the academy and the discipline of rhetorical studies,

like the Young Lords I have attempted a delinking of my own*one that draws from a

scholarly literature operating within the same diverse geopolitical and epistemic

traditions in which the Lords operated. Calafell reminds us, ‘‘If we are going to reach

the texts produced by historically marginalized communities, we must meet these

texts on their own terms.’’111 Echoing Calafell’s and other Latin@ rhetorical scholars’

demand to take up texts on their own terms, my turn to Quijano, Mignolo, and the

literature on coloniality is an attempt to inject a kind of indigenous theorizing (what

Mignolo ultimately calls ‘‘critical border thinking’’) into an area of rhetorical studies

(ideographs) and critical social theory (social imaginaries) that has been traditionally

‘‘blind to the colonial difference.’’112 In so doing, I hope to have shed light on the
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understudied rhetoric of the Young Lords, as well as on the ways in which we might

rethink rhetorical theory from an epistemic position cognizant of and opposed to

modern coloniality.
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